Introduction
The isomorphism problem for finite groups of odd order and nilpotency class 2 with cyclic centre will be solved using some results of Brady [1] , [2] . Since a finite nilpotent group is the direct product of its Sylow subgroups, we only need to consider finite ^-groups where q is a prime. It has been shown in [1] and [2] that a finite q-group of nilpotency class 2 with cyclic centre is a central product either of two-generator subgroups with cyclic centre or of two-generator subgroups with cyclic centre and a cyclic subgroup, and that the g-groups of class 2 on two generators with cyclic centre comprise the following list: Q(n,r)(2r ^ n): <a,fc: a We shall also use the notation Q(n, 0) for the cyclic group of order q", n > 0. For the definition of a central product, see [3] . A central product of the Q(n, r) and i?(n) depends, of course, on the way the common subgroup is amalgamated. However, Brady [1] has shown that all central products with cyclic centre of a given finite set of the Q{n, r) and R{n) are, in fact, isomorphic.
In the next two sections, we shall assume that q is odd and show that while a g-group of class 2 with cyclic centre may have many decompositions as a central [2] Nilpotent groups 143 product of centrally indecomposable factors, there is a canonic type of decomposition to which an analogue of the KruU-Schmidt Theorem for direct products applies. Our results should be compared with those in [4] , [5] and [6] . This work forms part of my Ph. D. thesis submitted to the Australian National University. I thank my supervisor, Dr. R. A. Bryce, for suggesting the problem and his guidance and supervision.
The canonic decomposition
Henceforth Q(tii,r 1 )'-Q(n n r a ) will always denote the central product with cyclic centre of the Q(n h r^, i = 1,---.a. We say that the elements a, b are canonic generators of Q(n, r), r > 0, if they generate Q(n, r) and satisfy the denning relations in the preceding section. We also say that the elements a b b h i = 1, •••,(*, are canonic generators of Qin^rj)---Q(n tt ,rJ, where r t > 0, i = l,"-,a, if a h b t are canonic generators of Q(n h r^, i = 1,--.a. We say that Q{n, r) is of Type I or of Type 11 according as 2r ^ n or 2r > n.
We first investigate the different ways a finite g-group of class 2 with cyclic centre decomposes. LEMMA 2.1. 6(«i,r 1 )Q(« 2 ,r 2 ) = Q(n 1 ,r 1 )Q(r 2 ,r 2 ) if either n^ ^ n 2 and 0 < r t ^ r 2 , or n y ^ n 2 , n^ -r t ^ n 2 -r 2 and r x > r 2 > 0.
PROOF. We consider the first case only; the second is similar. Let First we show that canonic generators a,, b t of Q(n h r,), i = 1,2, may be chosen such that (i) l^r . g r^ [inj ^ QnJ.
Both Q(«j, r^ and Q(n 2 , r 2 ) are of Type I, so that Z(Q(n t , r,)) = <af'>, i = 1,2. Moreover, « x -r t ^ « 2 -r 2 since n x -n 2 ^ 0 ^ r x -r 2 . Thus, The amalgamation may be chosen to give af 2 use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700016724 [4] Nilpotent groups 145
PROOF. There is a q"
, by Lemma 2.3.
We can now give the canonic decomposition of a finite g-group of class 2 with cyclic centre when q is an odd prime. Its uniqueness will be proved in the next section. 
PROOF. We may suppose that G is non-trivial. Then by 2.1 and 2.2 of [2] , G has a decomposition as a central product of Q(n, r)'s which we arrange as
, n e > r^ 0, and where Aj, ---, A k ^ 0, and A t = 0 implies A t = ••• = X k^t = 0 also. We prove by induction on j? that G has a decomposition of the type asserted. The case fi = 0 is easy; so suppose P > 0 and that all groups with a decomposition of the type (*) with fewer than /? factors of the form Q(n, r) with n > r do satisfy the statement of the theorem.
First suppose there exists 1 ^ i ^ /? such that n t = n J + 1 . Then, from Lemmas 2.1 or 2.3, we have where r = min {?•<,>•,.,.!}, s = max{rj, r ( + 1 } .
Hence G has a decomposition with /? -1 factors of the form Q(n, r) with n> r and so, by induction, we are done. We may therefore suppose that
If, for some 1 ^ i g /?, either r { ^ r f + 1 ;orrj > r j + 1 but n,--r, ^ « i + 1 -r i+l , then using Lemmas 2.1 or 2.2, we again give G a decomposition with fewer than /J Q(n, r)'s with n > r. Hence we may suppose that
Finally, if X k # 0 and n fi ^ fc, then by Lemma 2.4, use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700016724
and we can again use induction. Hence we may suppose that n fi > k. And if n a ^ r u use Lemma 2.4 again. The induction is now complete.
Uniqueness of the canonic decomposition
In this section G and H will always denote finite g-groups of class 2 with cyclic centre. We write G = G*G 0 where G, = Q(n 1 ,r 1 )"-Q(n a ,r cl ) and For i jg 0, we define the numbers p£G) and c f (G) as follows:
These numbers are clearly isomorphism invariants and will play an important role in the proof of the uniqueness of the canonic decomposition. We can easily calculate p ; (G) from the following three lemmas. LEMMA 
Let GH be the central product of G and H with cyclic centre. Then
Pi {GH) = p f (G) + p&H), i £ 0.
PROOF. Since the centre of GH is cyclic, we may assume that Z(G) ^ Z(H). If GH = G, then H g Z(G) and so H is cyclic. By definition, p,{H) = 0 and hence p t (GH) = p^G) + p^H). Similarly when GH = H.
So assume that GH ^ G and
We claim that n'(G/Z(G)) C\H\HZ{G)IZ{G)) = 1. 
However, for / ^ r, a ql eZ(G) and 6*' = 1, and hence Q'(GIZ(G)) = 1.
The calculation of ff/G) is more complicated, and it is useful to introduce the auxiliary constants <r,{G*), <7,(G 0 ), i ^ 0, corresponding to each G, defined by:
their relevance is given by the next lemma. Finally, we claim that for r <i £ I, P t nPr"P t+ iPi-t -P r+1 = 1.
For let y belong to this intersection, where we may assume that yeQ. r (Q,) , so that y is central in Q f . As in above, we see that yeCT(Q£), and hence y = 1.
It is clear that for r < i ^ /, and hence d(P t ) = 2e f , i = r + 1, •••,/. Since n'(C 0 )/n r (Gi) = P, x P , . ! x -x P r + 1 ,
we have the required result.
LEMMA 3.11. Let n t+1 -n t + r t g r < r f , 1 ^ i < a. T/ien ff/G.) = 2i.
Y. K. Lcong [9]
Write P = n'(G*)<y(G')/<y(G') = <af,Bf,-,ar,br>.
We claim that the set S = {df, bf, j = 1, •••,£} is a minimal set of generators for P. If not, we can eliminate at least one element x from S. Suppose x = bf for some 1 g j ^ i. Then x can be expressed in terms of the other generators, and since Cl r (G') ^ Z(G), we have 1 = [cij, bf~\ = [ay, b^f, which is impossible as r < r, ^ r,-. Similarly if x = df for some 1 ^j ^ i. Hence S is a minimal set. Since P is an abelian q-group, we have d{P) = 2i. PROOF. This is similar to that of the preceding lemma. LEMMA 3.13. Let r i+l ^ r < n j + 1 -n t + r it 0 ^ j < a , where we set «o = r o = 0-crXG,) = 2i + 1.
PROOF. By Corollary 3.8,
Write
We claim that the set S = {<?£•••,d^j.if ,---,bf} is a minimal set of generators for P. If not, we can delete at least one element x from S. Suppose that x = df or bf for some 1 g j^ i. Then x can be expressed in terms of the other generators, and since fi'(G') ^ Z{G), we have that [a,-, b,-]*' = 1 in either case. This is impossible since r < n, + 1 -n t + r { < r, ^ r,-. So suppose x = dfl t . We then proceed as follows. We would have for some ceQ r (G'). Commuting both sides with a t and bj, 1 ^ j ^ i, we have [10]
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Hence where Since r < n I + 1 -n t + r, < ••• < n i+l -n t + r u it follows that A is prime to q, and hence af +l e£2 r (G'), which contradicts Lemma 3.9 since a ?^ # 1. Thus we have proved the minimality of S, and so d(P) = 2i + 1.
We shall be concerned only with the parity of cr r (G). This is given by THEOREM 3.14. / / n f+1 -n t + r t ^ r < r h 1 S i < a, or i/ 0 S r < r, Since ff r (G), r ^ 0, are isomorphism invariants, the next lemma is clear. We can now prove the uniqueness of the canonic decomposition of the preceding section. So assume that G s f l .
Step 1. a = 0. In this case, G* = 1. Suppose p > 0. Then, by Lemma 3.10, cr Sl (G) is even while, by Lemma 3.14, <7 S1 (#) is odd, contradicting Lemma 3.15. Hence jS = 0.
We may then assume that e, > 0, In the rest of this proof, we assume a > 0.
Step 2. We prove: n x = m l , r l = s t . By
Step 1, /? cannot be zero and so /? > 0. Clearly q"' = q m ' = exponent of G and hence n x = mj. If r t =£ s u we may suppose r t > s v Then either r a > s x or r y > s x ^ r y + 1 for some 1 g y < a. If r a > s ls then by Theorem 3.14, <r si (G) is even and a s ,(H) is odd, contradicting Lemma 3.15. However, if r y > s t ^ r y + 1 for some 1 ^ y < a, let s = max{n,, + 1 -n y + f y , s j so that s t ^s < m ! and n Y+1 -n,, + r y g s < r y . Hence by Theorem 3.14, <r £ (i/) is odd and CT S (G) is even, again contradicting Lemma 3.15. Hence r l = s t .
Since we shall be referring frequently to Theorem 3.14 and Lemma 3.15 and it is clear from the context that one or the other is being invoked, we shall, for brevity, omit references to them.
Step 3. We prove: if n, = m t , r 4 
